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A SYNTHESIS OF SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS 
IN THE HISTORY, CALCULATION, AND 

PROPERTIES OF THE NUMBER PI 

INTRODUCTION 

Pi is the circumference of a circle with unit diameter. \This 

real number pi is frequently denoted by the Greek letter Tr.\ Pi is 

one of the most familiar numbers to the layman. !However,- his 

knowledge of it is superficial. Few people are familiar with its 

deeper properties, its history, and methods for its calculation. 

has a rich history from ancient times to the present day. This thesis 

is the first attempt known to this writer to tiling iì geTier in one uni- 

form treatment significant highlights of the history of pi along with 

a study of the present state of its theory, application, and calculation. 

This thesis is divided into four chapters. The first chapter 

consists of a survey of significant historical developments associ- 

ated with the number pi. In the second chapter several methods for 

calculating the numerical approximations of pi are presented in 

detail. Chapter three consists of a discussion and proof of the im- 

portant irrational and transcendental properties of the number pi. 

Chapter four contains miscellaneous items relevant to pi. 

In this thesis the proofs for the irrationality of Tr and the 

transcendentality of Tr are given in greater detail than will be 

found elsewhere in the available literature. 

1 

Pi 



Chapter 1 

HIS TORY 

Introduction 
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In this chapter we present the history of pi. This history of pi 

begins with the earliest records which give an indication that man 

knowingly or unknowingly used the real number now called n and 

terminates with the most recent advances which have been made in 

the calculations of this number. 

Empirical Determination: 1700 B. C to 425 B. C. 

Research reveals that Ahmes, a clerk of Egyptian King Raaus, 

in 1700 B. C. , copied from an older manuscript a series of 85 prob- 

lems along with their solutions. This document today is the oldest 

known mathematical document extant: the Rhind Papyrus (Bardis, 

1960). In this document Ahmes, in his "Directions for Obtaining the 

Knowledge of All Dark Things, " states as problem 50: 

Example of making a field round of khet 9. What is the 
amount of it in area? 
Take away thou 1/9 of it, namely 1: the remainder is: 
8. Make thou the multiplication: 8 times 8; becomes 
it: 64; the amount of it, this is, in area, 60 setat 4. 
The doing as it occurs: 

1 9 1 8 

1/9 of it 1 2 16 
Take away from it: the remainder is 8 4 32 

8 64 
The amount of it in area: 60 setat 4. 

(Papyrus, 1929, problem 50). 
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Thus this formula of Ahmes for the quadrature of the circle 

may be stated as "Take away 1 /9th of the diameter of the circle 

from the diameter of the circle, then square this. " The method used 

to arrive at this formula is at present unknown; however, Jones,' 

(1950) notes that it was probably based on empirical knowledge. It 

has been observed by Chace and others (Jones, 1950) that the calcu- 

lation of volumes of cylinders precedes the calculation of areas of 

circles. This observation has led to the speculation that the Egyp- 

tians may have made a circular right - cylinder container and then 

constructed several different sizes of square prisms of the same 

height. By comparing the liquid capacity of the cylinder and that of 

the various prisms, the Egyptians could have determined experi- 

mentally that the prism erected on the square whose side was 1 /9th 

less than the diameter of the cylinder most nearly approximated the 

volume of the cylinder. 

In modern notation the formula suggested by Ahmes appears as 

A = (d - d /9) 2 
= (8d/9)2, where A represents the area of the circle 

and d represents the diameter of the circle. We compare this 

with the modern formula for the area of a circle of radius r. We 

have A - (8d/9)2 = 256r2/81 = 3. 1605r2. Thus Ahmes implied that 

the numerical value he used for the number pi was 3. 1605. This, 

of course, is not to imply that Ahmes had conceived of the abstract 

mathematical number which we now denote by Tr. It must be 
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further noted that our use of modern fraction notation above is not 

in keeping with the Egyptian use of unit fractions. 

Next, in the Bible we find two references (1 Kings 7: 23 and 

2 Chronicles 4: 2) from which researchers have determined that the 

value used for pi was 3. It is stated in 1 Kings 7:23 that there was 

built in Solomon's temple a great basin and that, "... he made a 

molten sea, ten cubits from the one brim to the other: it was round 

about, and its height was five cubits; and a line of thirty cubits did 

compass it round about, " (Bible, King James Version). If C 

represents the circumference of the circle, we can calculate as fol- 

lows from this biblical quotation: 30 = C = 2Trr = 216, or n = 3. 

The Babylonians, the Hindus, and Chinese all used, at one time, the 

value 3 for pi (Schepler 1950a). 

From the Talmud, a collection of Hewbrew books dealing with 

ceremonial regulations and laws, we find the same implied assump- 

tion that pi equals 3; for here it is stated: "What is 3 hand -breadths 

around is 1 hand -breadth through," (Beman and Smith, 1899,p. 221). 

Use of Geometry: 425 B. C. to 1500 A. D. 

With the rise of the Greek civilization, there followed a consid- 

erable interest in the use of geometry as applied to all phases of 

mathematics. Hippias of Elis started what turned out to be a long 

line of attempts by many individuals to square the circle by 
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geometric methods, when, in 425 B. C. , he invented a curve now 

known as the quadratrix, which he used to trisect an angle. To 

square a circle is to find a square whose area is the same as that 

of a given circle. Dinostratus is recorded as having used this curve 

in 350 B. C. to square the circle (Schepler 1950a). 

The first really scientific treatment of the problem of squaring 

the circle was undertaken by the greatest mathematician of antiquity, 

Archimedes, in 240 B. C. From the Arabic there is preserved a 

small geometric work of Archimedes consisting of 15 lemmas (Fink, 

1903). Of special importance in this discussion is his mensuration 

of the circle, in which he shows pi to be less than 3 + 1/7 but more 

than 3 + 10/71 (see page 21), which, in modern decimal notation, 

would be between 3.1428. and 3.1408' . The method of 

Archimedes is the classical method of exhaustions, which, among 

the ancients, usually took the place of modern integration; and it 

was the first attempt to determine a numerical value for the ratio 

now called pi. Theoretically Archimedes' method for computing pi 

by increasing the number of sides of polygons can be extended in- 

definitely; but as the number of sides increases, the number of cal- 

culations indeed becomes burdensome. However, Schepler (1950a) 

records that up to 1630 such calculations were diligently carried out. 

The geometrical aspects of pi led to the famous problem of the 

quadrature of the circle. An outstanding contribution to the solution 

Xt 
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of this problem was made by Archimedes (Baravalle, 1952), who 

discovered that the area of a circle equals the area of a right tri- 

angle, one of whose legs is equal in length to the radius of the circle, 

and whose other leg is equal in length to the circumference of the 

circle. Thus, the curved area of a circle was established as being 

equal to the area of a figure bounded by straight lines only. This 

problem was solved by "straightening out" the circumference of the 

circle, which could be done by rolling a wheel without slippage on a 

level surface, marking its exact circumference with each revolution. 

However, according to Hobson, the squaring of the circle represents 

an unsolvable problem for geometers using compass and straight 

edge only, without employing higher curves. Methods for the con- 

struction of pi have been developed which, for all practical purposes, 

provide a solution to this construction problem, (see Hobson, 1953 

and page 61 of this thesis). Archimedes' method is interesting and 

most remarkable when it is realized that he did not have the con- 

venience of the notational system which we employ today. In 

Merrill's view, the clumsy notation alone which Archimedes used 

kept him from obtaining more accurate results (Merrill, 1957). 

1/2 10 Chang Hang, of China, in 125 A. D. used = 3. 162 

for the value of pi. This was one of the earliest recorded uses of 

101/2 as an approximation for pi (Schepler, 1950a). The accuracy 

of this approximation is only slightly less than that value given by 
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Ahmes in the Rhind Papyrus. This value for pi, 101/2, was used 

extensively as an approximation for pi in medieval times. 

In 150 A. D. Claudius Ptolemaeus (Ptolmey) published his 

notable Syntaxis Mathematica or Almagest (the Arabian title by which 

it is more commonly known), in which he stated that the ratio pi was 

equivalent to 3° 8' 30 ", expressed in the sexagesimal system, i, e. 

Tr = 3 + 8/60 + 30/602 = 3 + 17/120 = 3.14166' in modern notation. 

Thus, Ptolemy was the first to obtain an approximation for pi more 

accurate than that obtained by Archimedes. 

Another interesting approximation of pi was given in 480 by the 

noted Chinese astronomer Tsu Ch'ung-chih. He proved that ten 

times pi was between 31, 415926 and 31. 415927, in modern notaticn, 

and decided that the value 355/113 was equivalent to pi (Hogben, 1955). 

His method of arriving at this fraction is not known to present day 

researchers. 

During the Middle Ages, a knowledge of Greek and Indian 

mathematics was introduced into Europe by the Arabs. The first 

recorded Arab mathematician of note, Muhammed Ibn al- Khowari- 

zimi, in 825 stated three different values of pi: 22/7 = 3. 1415, 

described as an approximate value used by the layman; 101/2, the 

value used by the geometrician; and 62,832/20,000 = 3. 1416, the 

value used by astronomers (Fink, 1903). 
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Rise of Modern Analysis: 1500 to 1750 

Many peoples of ancient civilizations considered the circle to 

be the most perfect curve. Much effort was expended in studying its 

properties. The expressions discussed thus far for the value of the 

ratio of the circumference of the circle to its diameter do not reveal 

any regularity. Failure of this ratio to conform to any pattern of 

mathematical regularity was a source of consternation, was con- 

sidered a blemish upon the divine world order, and was never ac- 

cepted as the ultimate answer by thinkers of this era (Baravalle, 

1952). A solution to this problem was not discovered until 1579, 

when the French mathematician Francois Vieta expressed pi as an 

infinite product. Within a period of a few years subsequent to this 

discovery, several expressions for pi were discovered which showed 

complete regularity; for example those found by Wallis and 

Brouncker in the sixteenth century. (See pages 9 and 31. ) 

With the invention of decimals (circa 1600), the accuracy of the 

approximations for pi rapidly increased (Sanford, 1930). Ludolph 

VanCeulen, a German mathematician long a resident of Holland, in 

1610 computed an approximation for pi accurate to 35 decimal 

places employing the classical Greek method using the perimeter of 

an inscribed polygon to approximate the circumference of the circle. 

VanCeulen used a polygon of 262 = 4, 611, 686, 018, 427, 387, 904 
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sides, a truly prodigious if not rather useless effort. VanCeulen, 

it is said, devoted some 15 years of his life to this work. At the 

time, his work on pi was considered so extraordinary that his value 

of pi was cut on his tombstone, according to his wish, in St. Peter's 

Churchyard at Leyden (Schepler, 1950b). In Germany today pi is 

still commonly referred to as the Ludolphian Number. 

Later, Willebrod Snellius of Germany in 1621 published a work 

entitled Cyclometrics, in which he showed how narrower limits could 

be obtained for pi without increasing the number of sides of the 

aforementioned polygons (Fink, 1903). His method was so superior 

to that of VanCeulen that he obtained an approximation accurate to 

34 decimal places using a polygon of only 230 sides, from which 

VanCeulen had obtained only 14 -place accuracy. 

In 1650, the brilliant John Wallis arrived at the interesting 

expression for pi: 4 /n= (3. 3.5.5.7 .7 .9 )/ (2.4.4. 6. 6 8 8 ). 

Coolidge (1949) notes that apparently Wallis was quite dubious of a 

result of this nature, one which involved an endless line of factors. 

Consequently, he transmitted his result and anxiety to William 

Brounckner. Coolidge (1949) further notes that Brounckner used 

Wallis' result as a starting point and by methods unknown to re- 

searchers today arrived at the following result, which was the first 

continued fraction form for pi: 
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4 1+ 
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5 
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72 
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It has been observed by Bardis (1960) that neither Wallis' infinite 

fractions nor Brounckner's continued fraction for pi was ever used 

extensively in the calculation of a decimal approximation for pi. 

Written in modern notation, the infinite series 

00 (-1)n+1 x 
2 n- 1 

arctan x = (2n - 1). / 
n=1 

for - 1 < x < 1, was first used by James Gregory, of Scotland, in 

1671 (Wrench, 1960). Leibnitz also discovered this formula, inde- 

pendently of Gregory, in 1674 and further showed that when x = 1 

we have 

00 
(-1)n+1 

4 L; 2n - 1 

n=1 

Gregory failed to state explicitly that when x = 1, the above infinite 

series results; thus, this series is known as Leibnitz's series 

(Hobson, 1953). The Leibnitz series is one of the fruits of the 

n 
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calculus obtained by one of its inventors. This series is derived by 

expanding the arctangent function into a Maclaurin's series. This 

series is outstanding in its simplicity. Later series calculated pi 

to more decimal places with less computational effort; i. e. , other 

series converge faster: for example, the expansion of arcsin x 

into its corresponding Maclaurin series. 

In 1699, Abraham Sharp of England calculated the value of pi 

to 71 correct decimal places, under instructions from E. Halley 

(Schepler, 1950b). The value was obtained by taking for the value of 

x the reciprocal of ßi3 and using Gregory's series which yielded 

00 

1r 1 (-1) n+1 

6 3n-1 2n-1 n=1 ( ) 

The stage was now set for the introduction of the symbol which 

would become universally known as representing the constant of this 

discussion. Research reveals that William Jones, a self- taught 

English mathematician, in 1706 designated the ratio of the circum- 

ference of a circle to its diameter by the sixteenth letter of the 

Greek alphabet, and the initial letter of the Greek word periphereia, 

which means perimeter or circumference, and hence was the first 

to specifically use the symbol n for this ratio (Bardis, 1960). 

Cajori (1929) notes that apparently Jones distinguished himself 

without being aware that he was doing anything of significance. In a 

Ñ3 
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book which Jones published in 1706 titled Synopsis Palmariorum 

Matheseos, or A New Introduction to the Mathematics, Jones in no 

way prepares the reader for his introduction to the symbol rr. His 

presentation simply contains the following statement: 

There are various other ways of finding the Lengths 
or Areas of particular Curve Lines, or Planes, which 
may very much facilitate the Practice; as for instance, 
in the Circle, the Diameter is to the Circumference as 
1 to 16/5 - 4/239 - 1/3 1653 - 4/2393 and c. =3.14159, 
and c. = Tr. This series (among others for the same 
purpose, and drawn from the same principle) I have 
received from the Excellent analyst, and my much 
esteemed friend Mr. John Machin; and by means there 
of, VanCeulen's Number, or that in Art. 64 -38, may 
be Examined with all desirable Ease and Dispatch. 

Then he writes "d = c T Tr" and "c = dxTr" (Cajori, 1929, p. 9). 

Indeed, this is not the first place in Jones' book where the 

symbol Tr is used. In an earlier passage, Cajori (1929) notes, 

the symbol Tr is used in the lettering of a geometric figure, where 

it represents a point. It should be further stated that the appearance 

of "Tr = 3. 14159 and c. " apparently did not attract much attention 

among Jones' contemporaries. This symbol was not generally used 

in the modern sense until Leonard Euler adopted it in 1737. 

At this time in history, DeMorgan (1954) observes, a problem 

to many of the mathematicians of the day was the practice of the 

public to attempt to square the circle and bring "solutions" to mathe- 

maticians in the hopes of winning fame and fortune. In order to 

protect its officials from the waste of time and energy involved in 
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examining these "solutions," the French Academy of Sciences in 

1755 refused to examine any more quadrature problem solutions, 

trisections of angles, duplications of cubes, or perpetual motion 

machines. The Royal Society of London followed suit a few years 

later. Apparently the feeling of the mathematicians of the day was 

so strong that the aforementioned problems were unsolvable that 

solutions to these three problems were ignored. It was more than a 

century before a conclusive proof of their insolvability was preferred. 

Even after Lindemann in 1882 had conclusively proved that the quad - 

rature of the circle was impossible, by Euclidean means, the circle - 

squarers persisted. The stories of attempted quadrature of the 

circle are legion; for numerous examples see DeMorgan (1954). 

Discovery of the Nature of Pi: 1760 -1940 

Because of the close connection between Tr and e, the base 

of natural logarithms, the nature of both of these numbers were in- 

vestigated, to a large extent, at the same time. In 1761 Johann 

Heinrich Lambert of Germany proved that Tr and e were ir- 

rational, i, e. , were not expressible as the quotients of two integers. 

Lambert obtained the two continued fractions: 



and 

ex - 1 1 

ex+ 1 1 X+ 
6 1 

x+ 10 - + . 

tan x - 

X 

x 5 

x 

14 

which were closely related to a continued fraction obtained earlier 

by Euler. As a result of an investigation of the properties of these 

continued fractions, Hobson (1953) notes, Lambert established the 

following theorems: 

1. If x is a rational number, not equal to zero, then e 
cannot be a rational number. 

2. If x is a rational number, not equal to zero, then 
tan x cannot be a rational number. 

3. If x = Tr /4, we have tan x = 1 and therefore Tr/4, 

or Tr, cannot be a rational number. 

Hobson (1953) also notes that Adrien Marie Legendre of 

France was the first to use Tr for the ratio of the circumference 

of a circle to its diameter, in an elementary geometrical French 

textbook. Legendre was convinced that TT was not a root of an 

x 
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algebraic equation. In his Elements de Geometrie (1794) he writes, 

It is probably that the number Tr is not even 
among the algebraical irrationalities, i. e. , that it 
cannot be a root of an algebraical equation with a 
finite number of terms, whose coefficients are 
rational. But it seems to be very difficult to prove 
this strictly. 

(Hobson, 1953, p . 42). 

A definitive step in the determination of the nature of Tr 

occurred in 1844 when Liouville proved the existence of algebraic 

and transcendental numbers. Liouville proved that e could not 

be the root of a quadratic equation which had rational coefficients, 

but it was Hermite who proved, in 1874, that e is transcendental. 

Shortly thereafter, in 1882, Ferdinand Lindemann of Germany 

proved that Tr is transcendental by a method which is analogous to 

the proof given by Hermite for e, (Smith, 1929). To say that Tr 

is transcendental is to say that Tr is not an algebraic number. An 

algebraic number is defined as a root of an algebraic equation of the 

form 
n 

a.x n- 1 
= 0 

i=0 

with integral coefficients. 

Perhaps the most persevering of all the Tr computers was 

William Shanks of England, who, in 1873, calculated Tr to 707 

i 
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places; but Ferguson in England, in 1945, found an error in the 528th 

place and subsequently published Tr correct to 808 places. William 

Shanks used Machin's formula and spent the greater portion of his life 

in this work. It appears to some observers that Shanks may have been 

motivated by the idea that he could discover a clue to the transcend- 

ental nature of Tr when he calculated Tr to 707 decimal places (Jones, 

1950). In Shanks' first publication of his approximation for pi he wrote: 

Toward the close of the year 1850 the author first 
formed the design of rectifying the circle to upward of 
300 places of decimals. He was fully aware at that time 
that the accomplishment of his purpose would add little 
or nothing to his fame as a Mathematician, though it 
might as a Computer; nor would it be productive of any- 
thing in the shape of pecuniary recompense at all ade- 
quate to the labour of such lengthy computation. - He was 
anxious to fill up his scanty intervals of lesiure with the 
achievement of something original, and which, at the 
same time, should not subject him to either too great 
tension of thought or to consult books. - The Writer 
entertains the hope, that Mathematicians will look with 
indulgence on his present "Contributions" to their favorite 
science, and also induce their Friends and Patrons of 
Mathematical Studies, to accord him their generous sup- 
port by purchasing copies of the work. 

(Jones, 1950, p. 120 -121). 

An incorrect assumption regarding IT caused considerable 

furor in the Indiana State Legislature in 1897. House bill #246 was 

the focal point of an attempt to legislate the value of Tr. This bill 

was written by Edwin J. Goodwin, M. D. , of Solitude, Posey County, 

Indiana (Read, 1960). The Indiana House first referred the bill to 

the Committee on Canals, then to the Committee on Education, which 

recommended the passage of the bill; for some reason, unknwon to 

researchers, House bill #246 was also referred to the Committee on 
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Temperance. Section Three of this bill stated that the three famous 

problems: the trisection of the angle, duplication of the cube, and 

the quadrature of the circle had all been solved. In Section One of 

the bill the following statement is found. 

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the 
State of Indiana: It has been found that a circular area 
is to the square on a line equal to the quadrant of the 
circumference, as the area of an equilateral rectangle 
is to the square on one side ... 

(Read, 1960, p. 349 -350). This bill passed the House and received 

the support of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, who saw 

the possibility of not having to pay copyright fees for the use of this 

fabulous discovery in his state textbooks as a result of a statement 

found in the bill that this "fact" was to be for the free use of all 

people. Fortunately, after considerable newspaper ridicule, this 

bill was finally shelved by the Indiana Senate. If r represents 

the radius of a circle and s the side of the square, then the bill, 

in effect, states that (Trr2)/(2Trr /4)2 = s2 /s2, whereupon, the solu- 

tion for Tr yields Tr = 4. Further discussion of this topic can be 

found in the following studies: Edington (1935), Hogben (1955), and 

Eves (1964). 

Modern Electronic Computer Calculations: 1940 to 1965 

With the advent of modern electronic computers, it was only 

a matter of time before the decimal approximations of Tr were 
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extended beyond previously dreamed of limits. In 1949 the ENIAC 

(Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator) at the Army's 

Ballistic Research Laboratories in Aberdeen, Maryland, was used 

to compute an approximation of Tr to 2, 037 places in approximately 

70 hours. As electronic computers increased in accuracy, reliabil- 

ity, and speed, the decimal approximations of Tr further increased. 

Genuys, using an IBM 704, in 1958 calculated Tr to 10, 000 places 

in one hundred minutes. In 1959 the same machine was used by 

Genuys to calculate an approximation of Tr to 16, 167 places in 4. 3 

hours. In 1961, Daniel Shanks and Wrench, using an IBM 7090 

calculated Tr to 100, 265 places in 8. 7 hours (Eves, 1964) (See 

page 42). It has been predicted by Shanks and Wrench that the sub- 

sequent generation of computers will possess speeds 100 times as 

great, will have a reliability 100 times as great, and memories 10 

times as large as that possessed by the IBM 7090, and that with 

these machines the computation of Tr to one million places will be 

feasible (Shanks and Wrench, 1962). 
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Chapter 2 

CALCULATION OF DECIMAL APPROXIMATIONS 

In this chapter we present three methods for calculating a 

decimal approximation of Tr to any prescribed accuracy, and prove 

each method is valid. Also, we include a decimal representation of 

Tr with 2, 420 decimal places. 

Reasons for Obtaining an Accurate Decimal Approximation for Pi 

Simon Newcomb, an American astronomer and mathematician 

who lived from 1835 to 1909, said 

Ten decimal places are sufficient to give the 
circumference of the earth to the fraction of an inch, 
and thirty decimals would give the circumference of 
the whole visible universe to a quantity imperceptible 
with the most powerful microscope. 

(Kasner and Newman, 1963, p. 78). The farthest that the most 

powerful radio -telescope has been able to penetrate space is approxi- 

mately 1023 miles (Bergamini, 1962). In any multiplications or 

divisions involving both this number and Tr, the accuracies, and 

hence also the relative errors, of the two numbers should be approx- 

imately the same. If Tr is available to thirty decimal places its 

accuracy is equivalent to an accuracy in 1023 miles corresponding 

to an error of x miles where 
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x . (.5)(10-30) 

1023 
. 3 ' 

or 

x miles = (3)(1023)(. 5)(10 -30)(5280)(12) inches = . 001 inches. 

Thus, the necessity of more than thirty decimal places in Tr 

is almost inconceivable, and yet efforts continue to obtain many 

more decimal places. We give some reasons for these efforts. 

One reason is the digits in a decimal approximation can be 

used as a sequence of random numbers. The demand for lists of 

random digits has increased considerably in the last decade, par- 

ticularly in connection with the application of Monte Carlo methods 

to various problems in mathematical physics and the drawing of ran- 

dom samples in statistics. Tests for randomness of the sequence of 

digits in decimal approximations for Tr are currently being con- 

ducted (Pathria, 1962). So far these sequences have passed all 

statistical tests for randomness (Reitwiesner, 1950). 

The failure of a randomness test might be more significant 

than its success. Such a failure is not predicted by any known prop- 

erties of Tr, and hence would signal new information about the 

nature of Tr. Another reason for obtaining more decimal places 

for Tr is then the possibility that new properties of Tr will be 
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revealed. At one time it was believed that decimal approximations 

might show that the decimal representation was periodic or termi- 

nating and hence that Tr was rational. This was settled in the 

negative by Lambert in 1761, as mentioned earlier. An example of 

an unknown property for Tr is a formula for the nth digit in its 

decimal representation, or in other words a law giving the sequence 

formed by its digits. 

Still another reason is man's insatiable curiosity and his drive 

to know and do everything. This curiosity is whetted by the availa- 

bility of modern high speed electronic digital computers. 

Use of Archimedes' Method 

In one of Archimedes works, a book entitled Measurement of 

the Circle which consists of three propositions, the third proposition 

is stated as follows: " The Circumference of a circle exceeds three 

times its diameter by a part which is less than l/7 but more than 

1071 of the diameter " (Gow, 1884, p. 235). 

We will prove the above proposition in the same manner in 

which Archimedes proved it. Archimedes assumes that it is known 

that 265/ 153 < Nr3 < 1351780. He does not explain how he arrived 

at these inequalities and today it is not known what method he used. 

It has been suggested, however, by Hunrath and Hultsch (Heath, 

1921) that the formula 
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(2. 1) a ± 2a > a2fb > 
a 

± 2af 1 

was used. Here a2 denotes the nearest perfect square greater 

or less than the number a2±b. 

We will first prove that the circumference of a circle is less 

than 37 times the diameter of the circle. We construct a circle 

with center at E and radius CE equal to i units. See Figure 

2. 1. Construct CZ tangent to this circle at C, one unit in 

length. The measure of /CEZ is 30°. Construct lines EH, EP, 

EK, and EL bisecting respectively the angles CEZ, CEH, CEP, 

and CEK. Produce LC to CM, making CL = CM. Thus, 

/LEM, which is congruent to /CEK is equal in measure to 

1 /24th of a right angle, and hence LM is the side of a circum- 

scribed regular polygon with 96 sides. 

From Figure 2. 1 it can be seen that (CE /CZ)2 = 3, and so 

(2. 2) CE f3 265 
CZ 153 

By construction EH bisects / CEZ, and hence EZ/HZ =CE/CH 

since the angle bisector of a traingle divides the opposite side into 

segments which are proportional to the other two sides. Further- 

more, in a sequence of equal ratios the sum of any set of numerators 

divided by the sum of the corresponding set of denominators equals 

_ 
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Figure 2. 1. 
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any of the fractions. Hence 

CE EZ + CE 
CH HZ + CH 

Since HZ + CH = CZ = 1, EZ = 2, CE = [3, and 'f3 > 265/153 

from equation (2. 2), we have upon substitution into the above equa- 

tion that 

CE EZ+CE 2+ 4-3 265 571 
CH CZ 1 > 2+153 153 

That is, CE /CH > 571/153. Since EH2 = CE2+ CH2 we have 

EH2 CE )2 57 12 + 1532 349450 

CH2 CH 1532 1532 

Since 349450 > 349428 + (49/64) = (591 + 1/8)2, then 

and so 

EH2 (591 + 1/8)2 

CH2 1532 

EH 591 + 1/8 
CH 153 

Using the above inequality and considering /HEC along 

with its bisector, the line segment EP, it can be shown by 

- 
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arguments similar to the above that 

Similarly, 

and 

EP 1172+ 1/8 
CP 153 

EK 2339 + 1/4 
CK 153 

EC 4673 + 1,/2 

CL 153 

Let the diameter of the circle be d. Since d = 2CE, 

LM = 2CL, and EC /CL > (4673 + 1/2)/ 153, we have that 

d 2 CE CE 4673 + 1/2 
LM 2 CL CL 153 

Thus, if P represents the perimeter of the circumscribed ninety- 

six -sided regular polygon, then P = 96 LM and we have that 

We note that 

d d 4673+ 1/2 4673 + 1/2 
P 96LM (153)(96) 14688 

14688 = 3(4673 + 1/2) + 667 + 1/2 

' 

> 

> 

_ _ 



and 

Hence 

667 + 1/2 = 667 + ? < 667 + 
9 _4673+ 1/2 

14 14 7 

P 
14688d 3(4673+ 1/2)+(4673+ 1/2)(1/`7) d =(3+1/7)d. 4673+ 1/2 4673+ 1/2 
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Thus the perimeter of the circumscribed regular polygon of 

ninety -six sides is three times the diameter of the circle in Figure 

2. 1 plus a part which is less than 1 /7th of the diameter of that 

circle. Hence the circumference of the circle is less than this. 

Next we will prove that the circumference of a circle is 

greater than three and ten seventy- firsts times the diameter of 

the circle. Now we consider a regular polygon of ninety -six sides 

which we shall inscribe in a circle, Figure 2. 2. We construct a 

circle whose diameter AC is 2. We also construct / BAC whose 

measure is 30 °. Note that AB = Nr 3 and BC = 1. 

If /,CAB is bisected by AH, / CAH by AP, / CAPby AK, 

and / CAK by AL then the straight line segment CL is the side of 

an inscribed regular polygon with ninety -six sides. 

We first show that the triangles AHC and CHZ are similar. 

Angle BAC is bisected by line segment AH and therefore 

/ BAH = / HAC. Since angles inscribed in equal arcs are equal, 

- 

< 
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Figure 2. 2. 
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we have / BAH = / HCB. Hence due to the transitivity of equality 

we have /HCB = / HAC. Since /AHC = /AHC, triangles ACH 

and CHZ are similar since two angles of one are equal to two cor- 

responding angles of the other. 

Since corresponding parts of similar triangles are proportion- 

al, we have that AH /CH = AC/CZ. Further, since the angle 

bisector of a triangle divides the opposite side into segments which 

are proportional to the other two sides, then AC/CZ = AB/ BZ. 

In a sequence of equal ratios the sum of any set of numerators 

divided by the sum of the corresponding set of denominators equals 

any of the fractions. Therefore, 

AC AC+AB 
CZ CZ + BZ 

Substituting BC for CZ + BZ we have 

AH AC AC +AB AC +AB - AC AB < 2 + 
1351 2911 

CH CZ CZ + BZ BC BC BC 780 
_ 

780 ' 

Thus AH/CH < 2911/780. 

Now, AC2 = AH2 + CH2, and hence 

AC2 AH2 29112 + 7802 9082321 
+ 1 < 

CH2 CH2 7802 7802 

Since 9082321 < 9082689 + 1/16 = (3013 + 3/4)2, we have 
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AC 3013+3/4 
CH 780 

Using the above inequality and considering triangles ACP and CPZ, 

it can be shown in a similar manner that 

Similarly 

and 

Thus 

AC 
< 

1838 + 9/11 
CP 240 

AC 1009 + 1/6 
CK 

< 
66 ' 

AC 2017 + 1/4 
CL 

< 
66 

CL 66 
AC 

> 
2017 + 1/4 

Hence if we designate the perimeter of the inscribed polygon by Q 

and let D represent the diameter of the circle in Figure 2. 2, then 

Q 96CL (96)(66) 6336 
D AC 

> 
2017 + 1/4 2017 + 1/4 

From the above inequality Archimedes states that 
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Q/D > 3 + (10/7 1). How he does this is not known. Heath (1921) 

suggests that it has been observed that 3 + (10/71) is equal to the 

continued fraction 

1 
3 +7+ 1 /10 

and that Archimedes may have arrived at his result by a method 

which was equivalent to developing 6336/(2017 + 1/4) into a con- 

tinued fraction and making a comparison with the above continued 

fraction. 

However, if we note that 

6336 = 3(2017 + 1/4) + (284 + 1 /4) 

and that 

284 + 1/4 = 284 + 35/140 > 284 + 17/142 = (2017 + 1/4)(10/7 1), 

then we have 

Q 
6336 3(2017+ 1/4)+ (2017+ 1/4)(10/71)D=(3+10/`71)A 

2017 + 1/4D + 1/4 

Thus the perimeter of the inscribed regular polygon of ninety -six 

sides is three times the diameter of the circle in Figure 2. 2 plus a 

part which is greater than 10/ 7 1 of the diameter of that circle. 

Hence the circumference of the circle is more than this. 

2017 
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If C, which equals Trd, represents the circumference 

of a circle we have 

(3 + 10/ 7 1) D < C = TrD < (3 + 1/7) D 

3 + 1071 < Tr = C/D < 3 + 1/7. 

Thus the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter is less 

than 3+ 1/7 but greater than 3+ 1071. A fractional representation 

of Tr with a greater degree of accuracy could be attained by con- 

sidering circumscribed and inscribed polygons with more than ninety - 

six sides. 

Use of Infinite Products 

We now prove Wallis' product formula, 

Tr 
oo 

2n 2n 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 

2 I 

I 

1 

2n 
2n+1) 1 3 3 5 5 7 7 9 

(Spiegel, 1963). This product is the earliest expression for Tr in 

terms of an infinite sequence of rational operations. It was published 

by Wallis in 1650. 

We begin the proof by finding a Fourier series for f(x) = cos ax, 

where Ix' < Tr, 0 < I a I< Ix' < 1, and n is a natural number. 

The period is 2Tr so that L = Tr. The function f is even, so that 

bn = 0. Also, 
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rr 

an L f(x) cos nxdx = -2 ax cos nx dx 
0 0 

Tr J 
[cos (a + n)x+ cos(a - n)xJ dx 

0 

1 sin(a+n)x sin(a - n)x 
} 

ir 

0 
rr { a+n a -n 

1 (2a sin air cos nir - 2n sin nir cos air) 
ir(a2 -n2) 

1 - (2a sin air cos nir) 
ir(a2 -n2) 

since sin nir = 0 for all natural numbers n. In particular 

Hence 

a0 
cos ax= 2 

a0 = (2 sin air) (air). 

co 

n=1 

a cos mix +bn sin 

sin air + 2asin air 
air it 

sin air 1 +2a 
it a 

00 

n=1 

cos nir cos nx 
2 2 

a - n 

cos nTr cos nx 
2 2 

a - n 

Letting x = it in the preceding series we have 

Tr 

I 

1 

n=1 



cos aTr= 

00 

sin aTr 
1 +2a 

Tr (a LL 

Tr cos aTr 1 
= 2a sin air a 

(2. 3) Tr cot an - 1 
a 

= 2a 

00 

n= 

00 

n=1 

n=1 

cos nTr cos nTr 

2 2 
a - n 

a - 
-2 
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To see that we can integrate both sides of equation (2. 3) we 

note that by two applications of L'Hopital's rule that we have for the 

right side of the equation (2. 3) 

Thus 

lim 1 lim Tr cos an 1 lim air cos air - sin air 
(Tr cot an - -) = ( - -) _ 

0 a a--0 sin an a a-0 a sin an 

Furthermore 

oo 

n=1 

1 

2 2 
a - n 

lim -aTr2 sin an a0 aTr cos air + sin a 

lim -Tr2 sin an - an3 cos an 
a-0 

2Tr cos an - air2 sin an 

1 

(a + n) (a -n) 
1 

(a +n)2 

- O. 

1 
< Z=Mn. 

n 

00 

Mn = ) 1/ n2 which converges since we have a 

n =1 

p 

1 

2- 
n 

` 1 

a - 
2 

< 
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series with p = 2 > 1. Hence we have a sequence of positive con- 

stants Mn such that in the interval [0, 1), I un(x) I < Mn, 

co co` oo 

n = 1, 2, , and M converges. Thus I un(x) I = I1/(a2- n2)I 

n=1 n=1 n=1 

is uniformly (and absolutely) convergent in the interval by the 

Weierstrass M test. We can therefore integrate both sides of 

equation (2. 1) from 0 to x. 

We have that 

(Tr cot air -a)da = 0+ J x(n cot air - á) da 
0 b 

We also have that 

2a 
0 

00 

n= 

da 
2 

a 
2 

-n 

x lim 
= y[in sin air - in a] 

b 

in sin xir lim 
n 

b 
x b -0+ sin bur 

= 1? n 

00 

n= 

sin xTr+ lim in 1 - in sin xir 
x b ur cos bur xir 

x lada 
JO 

a2 -n2 

00 

n= 
J 

Cxd(a2-n2 

)0 a2-n2 

00 

n=1 

oo 

= >-' 
2 co 2 

2n(1-X2)=in TT (1-X2) 
n=1 n n=1 n 

a2-n2)] 
0 

since in a + in b = in ab and for 0 < x < 1. Thus we have upon 

L 

0 

-0+ 

n 

n L 

= 

1 = 
J 

y 
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integrating both sides of equation (2. 3) that 

so that 

co 2 

QnsxTrx=:2n II (1 -2) 
n=1 n 

' 

sin XTr 

n=1 n 

0o 2 

Hence if we set x = 1/2 in the above equation we have 

Whence 

Thus 

Tr sin 2 
2 ) 

n=1 4n 

2 -(4n2 - 1) --¡(2n-1) (2n+1 
Tr 

n=1 4n2 n=1 
2n 2n 

Tr 1 1 lim kT 2n 2n 
2 2 1im k k-- co I I ( 2n - 1 2n + 1) 

k- co II 
(2n- 1 2n+1 

y 
n=1 

2n 2n 
n=1 

co 
2n 2n (2n-1 2n+1 )' 

n=1 

00 

- TT(1- 
Z 

xn 

XX 
- X ) . 

- 
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Use of Infinite Series 

Modern computers commonly employ infinite series to obtain 

a many decimal place approximation to Tr. Several of these infinite 

series are investigated here. 
moo` 

First to be considered is the series 1 (1 -y) = ) yk which 

is convergent for 

obtain 

(2.4) 

IyI < 1. 

1 

1 +t2 

00 

k=0 

Letting y = -t2 in this series, we 

k=0 

k 
t 
2k 

This series converges for 1- t 
21 

= t2 < 1. Integrating both sides of 

equation (2. 4) from 0 to x where -1 < x < 1, we obtain 

whenc e 

(2.5) arctanx= 

n 

51x 
dt ('x 1)kt2kdt 

0 1+t JO k=0 

(-1)kx2k+1 
x3 x5 x7 (-1)nx2n+l 

2k+1 - x 
3 + 5 - 7 + + --- 2n+ 1 

k =0 

In particular this series is convergent for x = 1, and so 

2 

x 
" 



(2. 6) 
Tr 

4 

00 

n= 

n+1 

2n-1 -1-3+5-7+---. 
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This is called the Leibnitz Series. 

Several trigonometric identities can be used with equation 

(2. 5) to calculate a decimal approximation for Tr. For example, 

if a = arctan 1/2 and b = arctan 1/3, then 

(2. 7) tan (a + b) = 
tan a + tan b 1/2 + 1/3 

1 =tan ir 

1- tanatanb 4 

Thus r`4 = a + b = arctan ]/2 + arctan 1/3. 

If 1/2 and 1/3 are substituted for x in equation (2. 5) 

we obtain 

arctan 1/2 = 

00 

= . 50000 

. 

= . 46365 

arctan 1/3 = 

- . 04167 + . 00625 - . 00112 + . 00022 - 

0004 + . 0001 - 

00 

n= 

-1)n 

2n+ 1)32n +1 

= . 33333 - . 01235 + . 00082 - . 00007 + . 00001 - 

. 00000 + 

= . 32174. 

1- (1/2)(1/3) 

I 

. 

n 

+ 
- ( 1) 

2n 
n=0 (2n+1)21 



Therefore 

Tr = 4(0. 4365 + 0. 32174) = 3. 14156. 
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Equation (2. 5) was used as the basis for computing Tr to 

2035 decimal places on the Electronic Numerical Integrator and 

Calculator (ENIAC) (Thomas, 1956). In this ENIAC calculation the 

identity used was Tr/4 = 4 arctan 1/5 - arctan 1/239. 

Although methods which make use of the series in equation 

(2.7) is less cumbersome than the method employed by the Greeks, 

it still entails a great number of calculations since the series con- 

verges very slowly. A series which converges faster than the 

series in equation (2.7) results when 1/4-3 is substituted for x 

in equation (2. 5). Making this substitution we obtain 

Hence 

Tr 1 
3 5 7 

3 - ( ) ( 3 ) + ( ,-3 ) ( 5 ) + LT) ( 7 ) + - - - 

= 
13 

[ ( 1 - 313 ) + ( 

3 5 
1 

1 
- 

33. 7 
) 

+ ---] 

8 16 24 
= 27 + 27. 105 + 243 297 + 

Tr = 6(1.732)(0. 296+0.006+0.000 +---) = 3. 14 ---. 

By means of the equations 

6 

Nr3( 
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we see that 

(2. 8) 

and 

(2. 9) 

1/3 - i/5 1408 and 1/2 - 1/3 1/217 

arctan 1/3 = arctan 1/5 + arctan 1/8 

arctan 1/2 = arctan 1/3 + arctan 1/7 

respectively. Recalling equation (2. 5) and adding equations (2. 8) 

and (2. 9) we obtain 

Tr /4 = arctan 1 = arctan 1/3 + arctan 1/2 

= (arctan 1/5+ arctan 1/8) + (arctan 1/3+ arctan 1/7) 

= (arctan 1/5+ arctan 1/8) + (arctan 1/5+ arctan 1/8+ arctan 1/7) 

= 2 arctan 1/5 + 2 arctan 1/8 + arctan 1/7. 

The above equation is useful in calculating an approximate value of 

Tr utilizing equation (2.5) since, if 1/5, 1/7, and 1/8 are 

substituted into equation (2. 5) a high degree of accuracy is obtained 

with relatively few terms since the terms converge relatively rapidly. 

Value of Tr to 2,420 Decimal Places 

Table 2. 1 shows how the number of known decimal places in 

- 
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the decimal representation for Tr has increased throughout history. 

In Table 2. 2 the decimal representation of Tr is given to 

2, 420 decimal places (Shanks and Wrench, 1962). 
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Name 

Number of Decimal Place 
Accuracy in Decimal Repre- 

Date sentations for Tr 

Babylonians, Hebrews, 
and earliest Chinese 0 

Egyptians c. 1700 B.C. 1 

Archimedes 240 B.C. 2 

Chang Höng 125 A. D. 1 

Ptolmey 150 4 

Tsu Chung -chih 480 7 

al- Khowarizimi 825 4 

al Kashi c. 1430 16 

Vieta 1579 9 

van Ceulen 1610 35 

Snellius 1621 34 

Sharp 1699 71 

Richter 1854 500 

Shanks 1873 707 

Ferguson 1945 808 

Genuys 1958 10, 000 

Genuys 1959 16, 167 

D. Shanks and Wrench 1961 100, 265 

Table 2. 1. 
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Decimal Representation of Tr to 2,420 Decimal Places 

3.14159 26535 89793 23846 26433 83279 50288 41971 69399 37510 58209 

74944 59230 78164 06286 20899 86280 34825 34211 70679 82148 08651 

32823 06647 09384 46095 50582 23172 53594 08128 48111 74502 84102 

70193 85211 05559 64462 29489 54930 38196 44288 10975 66593 34461 

28475 64823 37867 83165 27120 19091 45648 56692 34603 48610 45432 

66482 13393 60726 02491 41273 72458 70066 06315 58817 48815 20920 

96282 92540 91715 36436 78925 90360 01133 05305 48820 46652 13841 

46951 94151 16094 33057 27036 57595 91953 09218 61173 81932 61179 

31051 18548 07446 23799 62749 56735 18857 52724 89122 79381 83011 

94912 98336 73362 44065 66430 86021 39494 63952 24737 19070 21798 

60943 70277 05392 17176 29317 67523 84674 81846 76694 05132 00056 

81271 45263 56082 77857 71342 75778 96091 73637 17872 14684 40901 

22495 34301 46549 58537 10507 92279 68925 89235 42019 95611 21290 

21960 86403 44181 59813 62977 47713 09960 51870 72113 49999 99837 

29780 49951 05973 17328 16096 31859 50244 59455 34690 83026 42522 

30825 33446 85035 26193 11881 71010 00313 78387 52886 58753 32083 

81420 61717 76691 47303 59825 34904 28755 46873 11595 62863 88235 

37875 93751 95778 18577 80532 17122 68066 13001 92787 66111 95909 

21642 01989 38095 25720 10654 85863 27886 59361 53381 82796 82303 

01952 03530 18529 68995 77362 25994 13891 24972 17752 83479 13151 

55748 57242 45415 06959 50829 53311 68617 27855 88907 50983 81754 

63746 49393 19255 06040 09277 01671 13900 98488 24012 85836 16035 

63707 66010 47101 81942 95559 61989 46767 83744 94482 55379 77472 

68471 04047 53464 62080 46684 25906 94912 93313 67702 89891 52104 

75216 20569 66024 05803 81501 93511 25338 24300 35587 64024 76964 

73263 91419 92726 04269 92279 67823 54781 63600 93417 21641 21992 

45863 15030 28618 29745 55706 74983 85054 94588 58692 69956 90927 

21079 75093 02955 32116 53449 87202 75596 02364 80665 49911 98818 

34797 75356 63698 07426 54252 78625 51818 41757 46728 90977 77279 

38000 81647 06001 61452 49192 17321 72147 72350 14144 19735 68548 

16136 11573 52552 13347 57418 49468 43852 33239 07394 14333 45477 

62416 86251 89835 69485 56209 92192 22184 27255 02542 56887 67179 

04946 01653 46680 49886 27232 79178 60857 84383 82796 79766 81454 

10095 38837 86360 95068 00642 25125 20511 73929 84896 08412 84886 

26945 60424 19652 85022 21066 11863 06744 27862 20391 94945 04712 

37137 86960 95636 43719 17287 46776 46575 73962 41389 08658 32645 

99581 33904 78027 59009 94657 64078 95126 94683 98352 59570 98258 

22620 52248 94077 26719 47826 84826 01476 99090 26401 36394 43745 

53050 68203 49625 24517 49399 65143 14298 09190 65925 09372 21696 

46151 57098 58387 41059 78859 59772 97549 89301 61753 92846 81382 

68683 86894 27741 55991 85592 52459 53959 43104 99725 24680 84598 

72736 44695 84865 38367 36222 62609 91246 08051 24388 43904 51244 

13654 97627 80797 71569 14359 97700 12961 60894 41694 86855 58484 

06353 42207 22258 28488 64815 84560 28506 01684 27394 52267 46767 

Table 2. 2. 
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Chapter 3 

IRRATIONALITY AND TRANSCENDENTALITY 

In this chapter we give proofs for the irrationality of IT 

and the transcendentality of Tr. These proofs are given with 

greater detail than the author has been able to find in the literature. 

Irrationality 

The original proof of the irrationality of Tr was published 

by Lambert in the memoirs of the Academy of Berlin in 1761. His 

proof uses the continued fraction (3. 3). The proof of the irration- 

ality of Tr given here is that of Hobson (1928), but contains much 

more detail. 

Other interesting proofs of the irrationality of Tr are found 

in the following sources; Chrystal (1906), Nagell (1951), Hardy 

and Wright (1938), Niven (1956), and LeVeque (1956). 

Proof of the irrationality of Tr. We define 

(3. 1) f(c) = 1 + 

00 

n= 

n 2n 
(-1) Y 

n!c(c+1) (c+n-1) 

By the ratio test this series converges for all real values of y. 

Thus 



Thus 

and so 

lira 
n 00 

2n+2 
y n! c(c+1) (c+n- 1) 

y2n(n+1)! c(c+1) (c+n) 

We note that 

co 
1)ny2n 

f(c+1) -f(c) = 
n! (c+1) (c+n) 

2 
Y 

(n+ 1)(c+n) 

oo 
1)ny2n 

n! c(c+1) (c+n- 1) 

n=1 n=1 

1)n +1y2n 

-1)!c(c+1) (c+n) 

00 

n=2 

1)n +1y 2n 

-1)' c(c+1) (c +n) 

00 
2 1)n+ly2n-2 

^ c(c+1) [ 1 + (n-1)! (c+2) (c+n) 
n=2 

00 
2 n 2n 

Y [ 1 + ( 1) Y 

c(c+1) n! (c+2) (c+n+1) 
n=1 

f(c) = f(c+1) - y2f(c+2) 
c(c+1) 

f(c+1) y2f(c+2) 
- - f(c) [ 1 c(c+1)f(c+1) 
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=0. 

y2f(c+2) 
c(c+1) 

n=1 

2 

c(c+1) 

y 

lim n 

t 

Y 

` y 
L 

- 



Similarly 

f(c+2) y2f(c+3) -1 
f(c+1) - (c+1)(c+2)f(c+2) 
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We continue in this manner. By successive substitution of these 

quantities we are able to write f(c +1) /f(c) in the form of a con- 

tinued fraction as follows: 

(3. 2) 
f(c+1) 
f(c) 

2 

1- y 
(c+2)(c+3) 1- 

Suppose c = 1/2 and y = x /2, then we have from equa- 

tion (3. 1) that 

f(1/2) = 1 + 

o o 
(- 1)n 

(:)2n 

1.(3) (2n_1 
2 2 n= 

oo 

( 

n 2n 
= 1 + 

()2n) 
- c os x . 

n=1 

00 

- 1 + 

n= 

1) (- n x 
2n 

! 
2n(1)(3). . (2n-1) 

Furthermore when c = 3/2 and y = x /2, then we have 

from equation (3. 1) that 

1 

1 

2 

2 
Y 

(c +1)(c +2) 

- 

1 c(c+1) 

1 



f(2) = 1 + 

= 1+ 

oo on )2n 

n=1 n' (2)(2) 
(2n21 

) 

oo 
n (-1) x 

2n 

L (2n+1)! 
_ [X + 

- 1+ 

CO 

n=1 
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n 2n (-1) x 
! 2n(3)(5). . . (2n+1) 

co 

1) 
n 2n+1 
x 

2, 
(- 

(2n+1)! 
n=1 n=1 

J X 
1 sin x 

Hence, when c is replaced by 1/2 and y is replaced 

by x /2, we have 

3 sin x 
f(2) x tan x 

1) cos x x 
2 

x 

Furthermore if we set c = 1/2 and y = x/2 in equation (3. 2) we 

have 

3 

f(2) 1 1 

1 f(2 ) x 2 x 
2 

I. 3 2 

2 3-X 
1- 

Thus 

(3. 3) 
tan x 1 - 

x 2 x 1- 

3. 5 

1 -. 

3 -. 
2 

x 

x 
(2 

2 
LL 

- 

1 

= 

1 
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Assume now, that Tr is rational, say Tr = 4m /n where 

m and n are natural numbers. Letting x = Tr /4 in equation 

(3. 3) we obtain 

Tr tan (4) 

or 

n 

m 

and 

Thus 

Tr 

4 

1 

1 

1 

(4)2 

1 

(4)2 
3 - 

5 - . 

m 

,m 2 

3 5 - . 

n - 

2 m 

3n - 
5n -. 

2 m 

r÷1, 
2 

) 

- 

1= 



(3. 4) 1- 
n 

m 

1 

- 1 

3n_ 
m 1 

5n 
m 
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The right hand side of equation (3. 4) is a simple infinite 

continued fraction which represents an irrational number (Niven and 

Zuckerman, 1960, p. 140). The left hand side of equation (3. 4) is, 

of course, rational. Thus we have a contradiction following from 

the assumption that Tr is rational. Hence, we must conclude that 

Tr is not a rational number. Thus Tr is irrational. 

Transcendentality 

The number Tr was first proved transcendental by Linde- 

mann (1882). This proof is relatively complicated; however, once 

the original breakthrough was made, it was inevitable that simpler 

proofs would be found. Subsequent mathematicians who were to offer 

proofs of a less demanding nature, though still substantial, are 

Weierstrass, in 1885, Hilbert (1893), Hurwitz (1893), and Gordan 

(1893). Proofs other than those mentioned above may be found in 

the following sources, Smith (1911), Hobson (1928), Hardy and 

Wright (1938), Klein (1950) Niven (1956) and Gelfond (1960). The 

proof of the transcendentality of Tr given here is that of Niven (1939). 
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This proof is expanded extensively beyond what can be found 

in the literature. We justify each step supplying a theorem if needed. 

If the theorem and proof can be found in the literature, a reference 

is made. Otherwise we supply the proof. In particular we show in 

detail why Dx[e- xF(x)]= -e -xf(x) and why equation (3. 20) holds. 

It is also to be noted that the factor of tp 1 in equation (3. 18) 

was omitted in the original source. Thus this proof is more readable 

than those which are found in the literature. It should be compre- 

hensible to the bright student of elementary calculus. 

We prove the transcendence of Tr by the indirect method. 

It is assumed to the contrary, that Tr is an algebraic number. 

Since the algebraic numbers form a field, the quantity Tr is an 

algebraic number and hence is a root of a polynomial equation with 

integral coefficients. 

(3. 5) 01(x) = c(x-iTr)(x-a2) (x-an) = 0, 

whose roots are al = irr, a2, ' ' , an. Using Euler's relation 

elm+ 1 = 0 we have 

(3. 6) (eat + 1)(ea2 + 1) (ean + 1) = 0 . 

We now construct a polynomial equation with integral coefficients 

whose roots are the exponents in the expansion of equation (3. 6). 

First we consider the following exponents: 
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(3. 7) al + a a1 + a3, an-1 4- 1+ an. 

Theorem A. Let B1, B2, ,Bn be the roots of a polynomial 

g(x) = bxn +c 1xn -1 + c2xn -2 + + c = 0, with rational 

integral coefficients. Let P(x1, x2, , xn) be a symmetric 

polynomial in x1, x2, , xn with rational coefficients. 

Then P(B1, B2, , Bn) is a rational number. Moreover, 

if the polynomial P has integral coefficients and is of 

degree t, then btP(B B2, , Bn) is an integer. 

(Niven, 1956). Hence the numbers (3.7) are roots of a polynomial 

equation with integral coefficients, which we denote by 

(3. 8) 02(x) = O. 

Similarly, the sum of the a's taken three at a time are the roots 

of 

(3. 9) 03(x) = 0. 

Proceeding in this manner we obtain 

(3. 10) 04(x) = 05(x) = = 9n(x) = 0. 

The roots of these algebraic equations are the sums of the a's 

taken 4, 5, ,n at a time respectively. All these algebraic 

equations have integral coefficients. 

The product equation, 



(3. 11) 01(x)02(x)... 0n (x) = 0, 
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has integral coefficients and has for roots the exponents in the 

expansion of equation (3. 6). 

Deletion of zero roots, if any, from equation (3. 11) yields 

(3. 12) 0(x) = cxr+c1xr-1+---+cr = 0 

where c and c r are not zero. The coefficient c may be 

assumed positive. The roots B1, B2, , Br are the non - 

vanishing exponents in the expansion of equation (3. 6). Thus equa- 

tion (3. 6) may be written in the form 

(3.13) eBl 
+ eB2 + ---+ e k = 0, 

where k is a positive integer. 

(3. 14) 

We define f(x) to be 

f(x) csxp 1[0(x)] p 

where s = rp- 1 and p is a positive integer to be specified 

later. We also define 

(3. 15) 

s+p+ 1 

F(x) = l f(1)(x). 

i=0 

+ 

- 
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We have 

s+p+ 1 

Dx[e xF (x)] Dx[e f(1)(x)] 

i=0 

s+p+ 1 s+p+ 1 

= e-x (i+1)(x) e-x f(1)(x) 

i=0 i=0 
s+p+ 2 s+p+l 

= e f(1)(x) - e-x f(1)(x) 

i= 1 i=0 

s+p+ 1 

= e-x f(i)(x) e-xf(s+p+2)(x) e-x f(i)(x) 

i= 1 

s+p+l 

- e -xf(x) 

_- exf(x) 

i= 1 

since f(x) is of degree rp +p -1 = s +p, which is less than 

s +p +2. Thus 

x 

) 
[-e-yf(y)dy] = exF(x) - F(0). 

0 

Hence, the substitution y = tx yields 

(3. 16) F(x) -exF(0) = ex[ exF(x)-F(0)] = ex r [ -e Yf(y)dy] 
0 

= xex (-1)e-txf(tx)dt =-x 1 e(1-t)xf(tx)dt. 

- 

(' 1 (' 
\ 
J0 

= 

- 

+ 

0 



(3. 17) 

Using equations (3. 15) and (3. 16), we obtain 

F(Bi) + kF(0) _ 

j=1 

r 

j=1 

F(Bj) - F(0) 

r 

r 
B. 

[F(Bj) - e JF(0)] 

j=1 
r 

j=1 

1 

(1-t)Bj f(tB.)dt. 
] 0 J 

B. 
e J 
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We proceed to show that for a sufficiently large prime p 

the left side of equation (3. 17) is a nonzero integer and the right 

side of equation (3. 17) is a real number which is smaller in absolute 

value than one. In that way we arrive at a contradiction which re- 

quires that we reject the assumption that Tr is algebraic. This will 

mean that n is transcendental. 

We first show that the first term of the left side of equation 

(3. 17) is a nonzero integer. By equation (3. 14) we have 

f(u)(B) = 0, 0 < u < p , 

j=1 

since B. is a root of equation (3. 12) and each term of the above 

sum contains at least one factor of the form x - B.. Also by equa- 

tion (3. ( 14), we have that (p- 1)! f(x) /cs is a polynomial with integer 

r 

= >-' 

r 

/// ) 

J 

1 

j=1 

¡ 
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coefficients since 0(x) has integral coefficients. Any coefficient 

of any derivative of order p or greater contains as a factor the 

product of p consecutive integers. Such a product is of the form 

p 
Tr (n+ i), 
i=0 

and thus divisible by p! since 

_2_ 
I (n+i) [ I (n+l)] n! 

i=0 i=0 (n+p)! 
p! p! n! p! n! 

is a binomial coefficient and hence an integer. Hence the pth and 

higher derivatives of f(x) are polynomials with integer coefficients, 

each of which is divisible by pcs. Thus we have shown that, for 

u > p, the expression f(u)(B.) is a polynomial in B, of degree 
J J 

at most s where each of the coefficients are divisible by pcs. 

Since B1, B2, " " , Br are roots of equation (3. 12), then if 

g(x1, x2, , xr) is a symmetric polynomial in xl, x2, , xr, 

with integer coefficients and is divisible by cs of degree at most 

s, then g(B1, B2, , Br) is an integer by theorem A. Since 

r 

f(u)(xj) is such a polynomial in x1, x2, , xr then 

j=1 

r 

P 
f(u)(Bj) 

j=1 

is an integer. Hence 

r 

f 
(u)(Bj) pku, 

j=1 

is an integer and u = p, p+1, , p +s +1.. Hence 

where k 
u 

P 

- 

r 

\- 
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r r s+p+ 1 

1F(BJ) f(u)(B,) 
j=1 j=1 u=0 

s+p+ 1 

u=p 

k 
u 

s+p+1 r 

u=0 j= 

s+p+ l 

p 

u=p 

k 
u 

s+p+1 r 

f(u)(B) 
j=1 

(u)(B.) 

u=p 

Thus the first sum of the left side of equation (3. 17) is a nonzero 

divisible by p. 

To show that the left side of equation (3. 17) is a nonzero 

integer for suitably chosen p we must show that kF(0) is an 

integer relatively prime to p. From equation (3. 14) we note that 

f(u)(0) = 0 for u = 0, 1, ,p-2, and that f(p 1)(0) = cscrp. 

Also f(u)(0) = pK 
u 

where the Ku are integers and 

u = p, p +l, ,p +s +1 since, as we have shown above, the pth and 

higher derivatives of f(x) are polynomials with integer coefficients, 

each of which is divisible by pcs. Now, since the number of primes 

is infinite p can be chosen greater than each of k, c, and cr 

such that p X k (read "p does not divide k" ), pif c and p4' c . r 

Hence pit csc p 
r and so pif f(p 1)(0). Hence 

s +p+ 1 

p f(i)(0). Thus by equation (3. 15) p4F(0). We have chosen 

i =O 

sufficiently large so that p/k hence kF(0). Thus kF(0) is 

an integer relatively prime to p. Thus the left side of equation 

p 

= = 

= . 

= 

= 
LL 

u 

r 
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We now show that the right side of equation (3. 17) is smaller 

than one in absolute value for sufficiently large primes p. By 

equation (3. 14) and the definition of s, we have 

r 1(1-t)Bj r (' l e(1 
013 

Jcs(tBj)p- 1[0(tB)]pdt 
(3. 18) B e f(tB.)dt B. J 

J 0 J J 0 (p-1)! 
j=1 j=1 

r 
(' 

cstp- 1B pe(1-t)Bj[0(tB )]p 

_/ J dt (p- 1) 
j=1 

J 

p 
r. 5,1 

crp-1tp-1BJpo(1-t)Bj[ 
O(tB )] 

dt (p-1)! 
1 

r 1 ltp-le(1-t)BJ [crBJO(tBj)] p 
dt. 

j=1 0 
(p-1)! 

Before proceeding further we list several theorems (Theorems 

B, C, and D) each of which will be used as a justification of at least 

one step in arriving at equation (3. 20). Also we either prove the 

theorems or refer the reader to a proof. 

Theorem B. If { U (x) 
n 

}, n = 1, 2, , is uniformly Con- 

vergent in the closed interval [ a, b] then 

lim b Un(x)dx = 
J b n 1 Un(x)dx (Spiegel, 1963,p. 229). 

noo a a 

J 

0 

f 
c 

co 

J 

1 
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Theorem C. If un(x) and vn(x) are functions which converge 

uniformly to bounded limits u(x) and v(x) in [a, b] respectively, 

then the product u(x)v(x) converges uniformly to u(x)v(x) in 

[a,b] . 

Proof. Given an e > 0 we find an n0 such that 

1u(x)v(x) - un(x)vn(x) i< e whenever n > n for all x in [a, b] 

If u(x) = un(x) + An (x) and v(x) = v (x) 
n 

+ 6n(x) then 

I 
u 

(x) 
v(x) 

(x) 
-u 

n 
(x)v n - (x) 

i 
< 

I 
un(x) 

I I 
6n(x) 

I 
+ 

I 
v 

n 
(x) 

I I 
o 

n 
(x) I + I o 

I I 
6n(x) I. 

Since un(x) and v (x) 
n 

converge uniformly to u(x) and v(x) 

respectively, then each of the factors 16 
n(x)1 

and Io (x)1 are 

bounded above in the closed interval [a, b] by an arbitrarily small 

positive real number for sufficiently large n. The factors 

un (x) I 
and v n 

(x) I are both bounded since un(x) and v (x) n 

by hypothesis converge uniformly to a bounded limit in the closed 

interval [a, b] . Thus for a given e > 0, we have 

u(x)v(x) - un(x)vn(x) 
I 

< E. 

Theorem D. If w(t) is bounded in the closed interval [a,b] , 

then w(t)11/n! converges uniformly to zero in this interval. 

Proof. We seek to show that for a given e > 0 that Iw(t)n /n! I< e 

for all t in [a, b] and n sufficiently large. Let d be a 

n n 

n n n n 

n n 
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fixed real number such that Iw(t) I < d for all t in [a, b] . 

Then Iw(t)ni n! 
I 

< dn/ n! By Taylor's Theorem we know that 

co 

dn/ n! converges (to e ). Thus dn/ n! < s for sufficiently 

n=0 

large large n. Hence w(t)/n! converges uniformly to zero. 

The right member of equations (3. 17) and (3. 18) are defined 

for all natural numbers. Now substituting b for crB.0(tB.) and 
J J 

applying theorems B, C, D, we have 

r 
1 (1-t)B. r (1-t)B, n lim J lim n- 1 J b 

n-oo e f(tBj)dt = n- 5,11 c t e dt 
0 L 0 j=1 j=1 

r 
llim 1 2(1-t)B. tn- 1 bn-2 

J 
n-- 00 

-b e n-1 n-1 (n-2)!dt. 

Finally, applying Theorems C and D we have that 

r (1-t)B. 
(3. 19) lim B. e Jf(tB.)dt 

n-'oo J 0 
j=1 

j=1 
1 1 

1 
b 

2e (1-t)BJ 

( 

. lim to-1 lim bb11-2 
-2 

co n-1 )[n -co (n-2)! dt = O. 

0 

We recall that p is a prime integer. The set of prime 

(n-1)! 

(' 1 

J 
J 

r 

1 
c e n-- 

Bj c 

j=1 
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integers is an infinite subset of the set of natural numbers. Con- 

sequently, we have that 

(3. 20) 
him 

p - co 

r 

g 
1 (1-t)B. r 

1 (1-t)B. 
B: e d 

lim f(tB.) t = B. e f(tB.)dt = 0. 
J 

j=1 

Thus the right side of equation (3. 17) is arbitrarily small in absolute 

value for sufficiently large p. Thus Tr does not satisfy any 

polynomial equation with rational coefficients. Thus Tr is a 

transcendental number. 

0 0 J 
1 

j=1 
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Chapter 4 

FURTHER ASPECTS 

The literature search for this thesis has brought to light 

further interesting results involving Tr which we discuss in this 

final chapter. 

The Relationship Between Tr and e 

Leonard Euler was instrumental in standardizing the prac- 

tice of denoting each of the sides and angles of a triangle by a single 

letter as well as designating the trigonometric ratios sin a, etc. 

This important idea in regarding the trigonometric ratios as analytic 

functions led Euler to one of his greatest discoveries: The relation- 

ship between these functions and the exponential function. Defining 

ez by means of the series 

have 

oo 00 

oo 

n=0 

z n! , he derived the following: 

(-1) n 
x 

2n 
00 

) 

n+l 2n-1 

(2n)' + i ( x -cosx+isinx. 
n=0 n= 

(2n-1)! 

If Tr is substituted for x in the last equation above we 

1Tr 
e = cos Tr + i sin Tr = - 1 

e 
ix (xi)n - 

n=0 



or 

el-rr+ 1 = 0. 
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Thus here is the very center of all analysis, as Felix Klein 

once said (Newman, 1956). Here we have a connection between the 

most common of all mathematical ideas. The relations + and = ; 

the numbers 0, 1, Tr and e; and i the symbol for the 

" impossible. " This fundamental relation between Tr and e was 

to become indispensable in later years as an aid in determining the 

transcendental nature of the number Tr. 

A Construction for Pi 

A large number of constructions for Tr have been found, 

some of which yield a good approximation to Tr. One construction 

will be given here as an example. Additional constructions can be 

found in Hobson (1928) and Klein (1950). 

Coolidge (1949) gives a construction for Tr which is based 

on the Chinese astronomer Tsu Chung chih's fraction 355/113. 

About C a quadrant of radius one is constructed, Figure 4. 1. 

Construct BC = 7 /8ths of the radius of the unit circle; construct 

BG; locate D on BG such that DG = 1/2 the radius of the 

unit circle; construct DE parallel to AC ; construct BE; 

construct DF parallel to BE. 



C E 

Figure 4. 1. 

F G 
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Since triangle BCG was constructed a right triangle, then 

by the Pythogorean theorem we have BG2 = CG2+ BC2 = 12+ (7/8)2. 

Hence BG = 4-113/8. 

Triangles BCG and DEG are right triangles with 

/CGB = / EGD; hence these two triangles are similar. Therefore 

EG/ DG = CG/ BG, or EG /(1/2) = 1/(4-113/8). Thus 

(4. 1) EG = 4/ x./-113 . 

Hence 

(4. 2) CE = CG - EG = 1 -4 /ßl113= 0113 -4)/113. 

From the right triangle DEG we note that 

DE2 = DG2 - EG2 = 1/4 - 16/ 113; thus 
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(4. 3) DE = 7/ (2Nr113). 

Further we have that /EBG = /FDG since line segments 

BE and DF were constructed parallel and therefore form equal cor- 

responding angles; hence /CBE = / EDF, and right triangles 

CBE and EDF are similar. Thus EF /CE = DE/ BC. Hence 

upon substitution from equations (4. 2) and (4. 3) into the preceding 

equation we have 

(4.4 ) EF -_ (CE)(DE) Nr113 - 4 7 7 44-113 - 16 
BC 4-113 24-113 / 8 113 

Finally, substituting (4. 1).and (4.4) into the equation FG =EG -EF 

we have FG = (4/113) - - 16)/ 113 = 16/ 113. 

Thus to construct a line segment whose length is 

355 16 - 
113 113 

we construct a line whose length is three and extend 

it by the distance FG. 

355 Note that 
113 - 3. 1415929 , 

Mnemonic Devices 

355 and so 
113 - 

Tr < 0. 0000003. 

Occasions in which more than six digits in the value of Tr 

need to be remembered are indeed rare. However, when such a 

need does exist mnemonic devices are frequently employed to aid 

one's memory. An example of a mnemonic device is a sentence or 

3 + 
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poem in which the number of letters in each word gives the value of 

the corresponding digit in the decimal representation for Tr. There 

are many examples of this type. We give three here. 

The following two line poem yields twelve digit accuracy: 

3 14 15 9 

See, I have a rhyme assisting, 

2 6 5 3 5 9 

My feeble brain its task resisting. 

For fifteen digit accuracy the following poem can be used. 

3 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 

How I want a drink, alcoholic of course, 

5 3 5 8 9 7 9 

After the heavy chapters involving quantum mechanics. 

Thirty -two digit accuracy is found in the following limerick. 

3 14 1 5 9 

May I have a month, professor 

2 6 5 3 5 8 

to figure these, you brain assessor 

9 7 9 3 

Calculate, student, calculate now! 
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2 3 8 4 6 

As the figuring gets longer, 

2 6 4 3 3 8 

My friend, hope you get stronger 

3 2 7 9 5 

and no figures, incorrect, allow. 

(Buchman, 1953, p. 106). Other devices of this nature can be found 

in Moritz (1914) and Bakst (1954). 

Ubiquity 

The number Tr is literally a thousand things besides a ratio 

of the circumference of a circle to its diameter. If arithmetic and 

algebra had been studied sans geometry, Tr certainly would have 

come into the mathematical picture somehow, though just exactly 

at what stage and under what guise would have depended upon the 

"casualties of algebraical invention, " (DeMorgan, 1954). 

A few formulas in which Tr plays an important role are the 

following, all of which may be developed with the aid of the integral 

calculus: 

Area of a circle: 

Circumference of a circle: C = 2Trr = Trd 

Volume of a cone: V = Trr2 h/3 

Volume of a sphere: V = 4Trr3/ 3 

A =Trr2 
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Surface area of a sphere: S =4Trr2=Trd2 

Area of an ellipse: A = Trab 

Comte de Buffon studied what is now called his famous Needle 

Problem in 1760 in which Tr is determined from probability con- 

siderations. A number of parallel straight lines a distance D 

apart are ruled on a flat surface. A needle of length L, L < D, 

is dropped at random on the surface. The probability of the needle's 

falling so as to lie across one of the parallel lines is (2L)/ (DTr). 

This probability can be approximated by repeating the experiment a 

large number of times. Note that when L= D the probability has the 

simplified value 2 /i. Ambrose Smith, of Aberdeen, in 1855 per- 

formed the experiment with 3, 204 tosses of the needle yielding a 

value for Tr of 3. 1412 (Bardis, 1960). See also Carnahan (1960). 

Another method of approximating Tr by use of a probability 

formula can be described as follows: if two numbers are written 

down at random, the probability that they will be prime to each 

other is 6/ Tr2; that is, approximately six out of nine such pairs are 

likely to be prime to each other. Merrill (1957) reports that fifty 

students once performed this experiment, each writing down rapidly, 

without stopping to think of their factors, five pairs of numbers. It 

was found that 154 pairs were prime to each other; that is, 

6/ Tr2 = 154 250. This yields Tr = 3. 12. 
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From the theory of Fourier series we find that 

moo` 

1 /n2 = Tr2/, 6. Niven and Zuckerman (1960) show that the set 

n =1 

of square -free integers has natural density 6 /Tr2. An integer is 

square -free if it is not divisible by a perfect square greater than 

one. 

A list of series expansions for Tr follows. 

00 
(-1)n+1 

4 /, 2n-1 
n= 

00 

Tr 1 1 1 1 =2+2 3'23+ 2n! 1 1 

2n)2 2n+ 1 22n+ 1 

TrNr3 - 1 - 

n= 

00 

1 1 1 

3.3 32n(4n+1) 32n(4n+3) 
n= 

00 

Tr2 22 1 -co (2n+1)2 
6 

2 
2-1 

n=1 1 2- 1 1 2n+ ( ) 
2 

n 

2 
Tr 

8 

00 

n= 

1 

(2n -1)2 

00 

TT 

2 (-1)n+l 

12 - L, 2 
n 

n= 

Tr 

" 

6 2 

6 
+ 

I 
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772 
7 20 

3 
Tr 

32 

4 
Tr 

90 

00 

n= 

00 

n= 

oo 

Tr - 3 (-1)n+1 
4 2n(2n+1)(2n+2) 

n=1 

cc 

1)11+1 

3 
(2n-1) 

(- 1) 
n+ 1 

4 

L. 

n 
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